Beach and Bush – a good day out

John McMullan (3/6/17)

Keeping in mind that I joined Audax Australia in very late October 2016 and my first Audax
was the 100km Riverloop on Melbourne Cup day I think I am doing pretty well to have
completed (homologation pending) four 200km Audaxes with Beach and Bush being the
most recent. Thinking about it, all have been in the last three months (wasted opportunity for
a month's worth of PYRR having two 200km rides in the one month) so for me I am doing
quite well with my rides. I took up cycling because I needed to lose girth for medical reasons
and my rides at the time were very start / stop whilst playing a location based game, with my
longest ride in the first couple of months being an 8km round trip with a stop for food in the
middle.
In my ride planning earlier this year I looked at which rides I should put on the calendar and I
had B&B as a question mark - mainly because of the distance (put on my list before I had
completed any 200's) and two weeks ago there had been illness through work with some staff
still not recovered. Even at Tuesday's social river loop I had expressed my intent to not ride
due to my slow recovery as well. Around came Wednesday and I had a chat to Errol about
my ride speed and the impact (ie expected late arrival compared to others and time for the RO
to get to the next control) so two hours before closing time I put my hat in the ring despite my
memories of driving cars and motorcycles in the area and the steepness of the hills. Memories
however don't compare to the realities of cycling up them.
Lately I have been testing loan saddles from the LBS due to a saddle comfort issue. This
fortnight I was testing an Astute VT loan saddle from the LBS. It was promising as it was
more comfortable than most but still a bit unknown as the longest ride was about 35km.
On a chilly (11 degrees) and breezy morning, the Fab Five (Vaughan Mark, Peter, John and I)
assembled at Mooloolaba for a 7am start.

I had conceded to thermal gloves and toe covers to ease the chill in the extremities and PJ
was wearing thermals and leg warmers at the start. I was having a HHGG moment with Mark
‘Arthur Dent’ Riley setting the travel fashion trend.
I am normally the slowest rider off the mark as I like to warm up for about 15-20km before
putting any strain on my legs otherwise I pay for it later in the ride and I was planning to rise
over 200km on the day. To my surprise I must have been feeling better than expected and sat
mid group with PJ bringing up the rear as he needed to warm up slower than me. The great
equalisers (red lights) and me having a look at the start of the route I soon found myself
leading the group at a nice 25k pace along bike paths and quieter roads. This lasted until we
hit Caloundra road where I couldn't keep up with the pack and I resumed my normal position
at the distant tail of the field - I last saw the group before the Bruce Highway overpass near
Landsborough.
A quick pit stop and a minor saddle height adjustment at Landsborough and I was on my way
again. I'm accustomed to being passed by all vehicles and cyclists (I am a bit like Captain
Slow) but I did find it very refreshing to have vehicles slow down behind me and wait til it
was safe to overtake. The ride along Peachester road was scenic and very reminiscent of Mt
Nebo road and the turn to Bald Knob road soon came up as did the steeper climbs. Two parts
of the route made me anxious - this climb and Witta. Amazingly this climb whilst long was
not as difficult as my mind had led me to believe and I was rewarded with this view when
stopping on a flat section of Bald Knob rd.

Onwards and upwards to the top of Bald knob which led to the final climb to Maleny. I
arrived at Mary Cairnscross park to see that Errol had secured the best table (the one at the

entrance to the car park) and even more amazing to find Vaughan, Mark, Peter and John still
there and telling me I wasn't too long behind them. Brevet initialled at about 10am gave me
an average speed to the park at about 19kmh which was much better than I thought I could do
as I thought I would be close to timing out due to the climb.

Morning tea finished we set off as a strung out group with Vaughan and me slowly losing
sight of the group. The climb at Witta ended up being a lot easier than my memory or Google
street view led me to believe – not sure if it had anything to do with the new cassette I
installed during the week that had an extra tooth on the big gear. Vaughan and I found Mark,
PJ and John waiting at the top of the descent near Curramore Road. Finally I could
legitimately pass someone! Mark and I headed off first and half way down the descent I
passed Mark and continued with my awesome gravity fed downhill run. Caution: there is a
little concrete drain very close to the left edge on one of the left hand bends.
I think I took too much advantage of the ongoing slope and ended up arriving at Kenilworth
after everyone but not by much.
The bakery proprietor was amazed that we had 'selected' his business for our stop but that
may have been because the first people to get to the control usually select the venue (and
probably like pies)

A pie, sarsparilla and the usual control activities and we were off again. We soon splintered
after the turn onto Skyrings Creek Road, and after turning onto Belli Creek Road we soon
started climbing - only this time we were teased the whole ascent. By this time I was several
minutes behind everyone else (I did have too much fun after the last big descent). Every time
I saw the top of the ridge and the road running either beside or on top and thoughts were 'you
beauty!' but every time I rounded the bend there was another grinding climb. I was beginning
to think that Roger or Andrew had been involved with the road design (based on rumours I
have heard). At the next control PJ commented about the same never ending hill as well.
After what seemed a short lifetime (only 25 minutes), I crested the final rise and made my
way down through Cooroy, navigating the few turns and after a little while I found a nice
surprise at the start of the Tewantin National Park in the way of a smooth, lightly trafficked
long downhill section that was faster than I was capable of pedalling – this let me reach a new
maximum of 70kmh on the bike. Not bad for a flat bar commuter or the bloke riding it!
The remaining road to the Noosaville control was pretty simple with a welcoming sight
beside the Noosa River consisting of Errol, food, coffee and the riders.

It was at this control that I had come to the conclusion that the test saddle, whilst pretty good,
just wasn't right for me for longer rides. Pity because it has been sharing the top of my list.
The Noosaville control was next to Pirates Park – pretty apt because Mark looked like he was
trying alternate forms of transportation as if a Pirate had borrowed his ride

The afternoon chilled off, thermal gloves, toe warmers and clear safety glasses went on. PJ
recovered his leg warmers and off we set again as a straggling group stretched over a
kilometer. The group soon caught up as we headed into a blustery south-south westerly
averaging 25kmh and gusting to 43kmh. 40 odd km of that at a temperature rapidly falling
from 18 to 14 degrees is enough to press hardened riders. Add to that little annoyances like
my chain coming off the large chain ring, salty sweat in the eyes - I could just see enough to
stop but didn’t see the pile of bottle glass just in front of me that Mark tried to run over.
Over the next 30 km several of us took turns at the front, and I was able to navigate us in
most spots except for a critical turn onto the bike path - 1.5 km before the sunshine
motorway. Pity the first sign about bicycles you see when you miss that early turn is at the
onramp to the motorway where you see "motorway - no bicycles". It would be handy if there
was a last minute sign or a ramp between the two – at night you can’t really see anything
except the motorway sign unless you are a local. It is an Audax I suppose, so someone has to
get lost somewhere.
At the end of the bikeway we turned eastwards for the last 10km. It finally seemed like we
had a tail wind – maybe because we weren’t in an area that was so open.
I had never thought how busy the Mooloolaba dining and entertainment area is until we rode
through the parking areas with cars queuing up to park. Ten minutes, three chocolate coated
museli bars, several jellybeans and a couple of turns later we turned a corner to see the cars
thankfully parked where we left them.
Errol was patiently waiting to receive the brevets for final signing, hand out drinks and part
with the last of the egg and bacon pie. This prompted the discussion about RO's writing a
'recipe report' for inclusion of recipes in the newsletter.

Another HHGG moment? – no, it isn’t Arthur Dent I see in the photo – no towel, babel fish,
Marvin or Ford Prefect. (I believe there were a couple of androids though)

Difficulty rating for this ride?
Vaughan said it was his longest ride time for a 200, Mark didn’t recall the road down the
coast being so lumpy and recommends thermals, for me the headwind and saddle
incompatibility made it a bit more testing. I agree with some thermal wear on days like this
one.
The navigation at night in an unfamiliar area made the last 40km interesting for all of us to
say the least.
Would I ride it again? Definitely next year.....I found it to be a good solid ride where even the
climbs were rewarding with a good sense of achievement at the crests and at the completion
of the ride.
Thanks Errol for being our RO and catering officer and well ridden and thanks to the rest of
the Fab Five for the company on the day. Additional thanks to Vaughan for some of the
photos too.

